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One limited data X-ray CT reconstruction
FBP reconstruction: ε =0°

Figure: Left: Brain phantom (radiopedia.org). Right: limited angle
FBP reconstruction [Frikel, Q 2013].

Why the missing features in the brain? Why the streaks?
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Weirder limited data X-ray CT reconstructions

Figure: Left: limited data reconstruction of chalk from Synchrotron
data Center: zoomed region of reconstruction [Borg, Jørgensen, and
Sporing] Right: Limited data reconstruction of Shepp Logan phantom.

What’s up with the “random” artifact streaks along lines/curves?
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The Model of X-ray CT and limited CT data
f a function in the plane representing the density of an object
L a line in the plane over which the photons, electrons, etc.
travel. The Radon Line Transform:
ż
Tomographic Data „ Rf pLq “
f pxqds
xPL

Complete X-ray CT data: uniformly distributed data–lines
throughout the object with fairly evenly spaced slopes.
Limited CT data: data are missing over some lines (the data
set is not uniformly distributed throughout the body).
Our goal: For arbitrary limited data X-ray CT data sets
1
2

Explain and characterize added artifacts.
Understand, geometrically, how these depend on the data
set and the object.
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Parameterization of lines and Limited Data X-ray CT
Lines: θ P S 1 , p P R, then
!
)
ˇ
Lpθ, pq “ x P R2 ˇ x ¨ θ “ p
is the line perpendicular to θżand containing the point pθ.
f pxq ds for pθ, pq P S 1 ˆ R.

Radon data of f : Rf pθ, pq “
xPLpθ,pq

Note the symmetry: Lpθ, pq “ Lp´θ, ´pq
x ¨ θ “ p ðñ x ¨ p´θq “ ´p

(Limited Data X-ray CT)
Assume the data set A is a proper closed subset of S 1 ˆ R.
We assume the symmetry condition:
if pθ, pq P A then p´θ, ´pq P A
ş
Limited CT Data: Rf pθ, pq “ xPLpθ,pq f pxqds for pθ, pq P A
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Known Theorems on Artifacts
Theorem (Katsevich 1997, Frikel Q 2013, 2015)
In a limited angle reconstruction (A “ A0 ˆ R where A0 is a
proper subset of S 1 ) streak artifacts will occur on lines normal
to covectors in WFpf q for pθ, pq in bdpAq (θ P bdpA0 q).
FBP reconstruction: ε =0°

Limited angle reconstruction for
“vertical-ish” lines.
Boundaries of f tangent
to lines in data set are
visible [Q 1993].
Boundaries not tangent
to any line in data set are
not visible [Q 1993].
Streaks on Lpθ, pq tangent
to boundaries of object +
pθ, pq in bdpAq.
These results are valid for a range of limited data problems in PAT, Sonar,
Radar, too (see also Katsevich, Nguyen).
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What’s up?
Artifacts are caused by bdpAq!
They occur at points on Lpθ, pq for pθ, pq P bdpAq.
The type of artifacts depend on the shape of bdpAq
Some artifacts are independent of the object.
Other artifacts are “caused” by singularities of f conormal
to lines Lpθ, pq for pθ, pq P bdpAq Limited angle type.

Theorem (BFJQ 2018: Object independent artifacts I,
bdpAq not smooth)
Let A be a closed symmetric subset of S 1 ˆ R and let f be an integrable function. Assume bdpAq is not smooth at pθ0 , p0 q P bdpAq.
Then for FBP LA f :“ R ˚ Λ1A Rf :
A streak can be generated on the line Lpθ0 , p0 q independent of
the object, f .
If Rf pθ0 , p0 q ‰ 0, f is smooth conormal to Lpθ0 , p0 q, and bdpAq
has a corner at pθ0 , p0 q then there will be a streak artifact along
Lpθ0 , p0 q of Sobolev order 1.
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Example: Boundary with corners

Figure: Streaks along lines corresponding to corners in bdpAq and
independent of the object.
Reference: Y. Yang, S.S. Hakim, S. Bruns, K. N. Dalby, K. Uesugi, S. L. S. Stipp, H. O.
Sørensen(2016). Data from the Japan Synchrotron Radiation Research Institute for the
allotment of beam time on beamline BL20XU of SPring-8 (Proposal 2015A1147)

Main theorem continued
Theorem (BFJQ 2018: bdpAq smooth)
Now assume bdpAq is smooth at pθ0 , p0 q and LA f :“ R ˚ Λ1A Rf .
I. Object independent artifacts II
There can be a curve of artifacts: If bdpAq is given by
p “ ppθq near θ0 , then this curve is given by θ ÞÑ
ppθqθ ` p1 pθqθK “ xb pθq.
if f is smooth conormal to Lpθ0 , p0 q and Rf pθ0 , p0 q ‰ 0, then
there will be an xb curve of artifacts. It will have singularities of strength 0 in Sobolev scale near xb pθ0 q.

II. Object dependent artifacts
if Lpθ0 , p0 q is normal to a singularity of the object at
px0 , tθ0 q P WFpf q then there can be a streak artifact along
Lpθ0 , p0 q.
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Example: Artifacts with smooth boundary

Left: weird limited data set
Right: Reconstruction
Note the cyan curved artifact θ ÞÑ xb pθq that corresponds to the cyan
curve on the sinogram (object independent artifact).
Note the yellow artifacts on lines parameterized by yellow points on
the sinogram (object dependent artifact).(explain)
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Proof of Theorem
Let A be the subset of S 1 ˆ R on which data are taken, bdpAq its
boundary. In general, one cannot multiply 1A and Rf as distributions,
so we consider only functions.
The algorithm takes Rf multiplies by 1A to get G “ 1A Rf then takes
R ˚ ΛG “ LA f .
This multiplication by 1A adds singularities to the data Rf !
We calculate the wavefront set of G “ 1A Rf at pθ, pq P bdpAq
˚
If bdpAq is not smooth at pθ, pq, then WFpθ,pq pGq „ Tpθ,pq
pS 1 ˆ
Rqzt0u causing the streak artifact in the reconstruction
˚
R ˚ pΛGq along Lpθ, pq: C t ˝ Tpθ,pq
pS 1 ˆ Rq “ N ˚ pLpθ, pqq.
If bdpAq is a smooth curve near pθ, pq, then the conormal, η,
to bdpAq at pθ, pq is in WFp1A q and can appear in WFpGq.
If η P WFpGq, then R ˚ Λ takes this conormal to a singularity
at xb pθq.
As pθ, pq moves on bdpAq, this causes a curve of artifacts in
the reconstruction.
If f has a singularity normal to Lpθ, pq but not at η, then one
can multiply 1A and Rf as distributions to get a streak artifact along Lpθ, pq.
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Summary
Our arguments apply to all standard limited data X-ray
problems + novel ones + any FBP algorithm R ˚ P 1A R with
’elliptic’ filter P + fan beam data. With object inside strictly convex smooth
source curve there’s a diffeomorphism between acquisition geometries

..
Our general arguments can be used [with some work p !
q]
for other limited data problems modeled by FIOs.

One can suppress the artifacts by using a smooth cutoff
rather than 1A when truncating the data
Many know this, but many don’t!
Other options to extend the data, e.g., [Borg, et al., Louis,
Nguyen, Katsevich].

We are working on generalizations to other tomographic
problems + using deeper microlocal analysis (I p,l classes
+ conormal distributions) to get more general smoothness
bounds.
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